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Opinion
Brandon Wray assesses the
good, bad and ugly of the
I990's.

Major school systems want
more control over debt,
inflation.

Falcon football comes up
short at Alabama, 21-7.
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Mostly sunny
during Ihc day.
starting to cool off
in the evening
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Wednesday
Mostly cloudy
during the day,
chance for rain in
the evening.
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Clinton may
punish Iraq
for incident
Yalman Onaran
The Associated Press

SALAH AD-DIN, Iraq -- Iraqi
troops pulled back from the
northern Kurdish city of Irbil on
Monday, but not enough to satisfy the Clinton administration as
it readied punishment for Iraq.
Refugees who fled to a nearby
town said they were terrified by
the biggest offensive of Saddam
Hussein's army since the Persian
Gulf War.
"It was very frightening. Boom
here, boom there. Taka-takataka. We were scared to death,"
said Sabira Hamid Hursid, who
escaped with her four children to
Salah ad-Din, 20 miles northeast
of Irbil.
Iraqi troops did not allow reporters to approach Irbil, where
they were pulling out on Monday,
leaving their Kurdish allies in
control.
But U.N. workers there told
The Associated Press that there
were still Iraqi tanks in fields
three to six miles outside the
city.
White House press secretary
Mike McCurry said the Iraqi
redeployment "is not terribly
significant because they still
have a significant force arrayed
around Irbil."

"Our interest is in making sure
that Saddam does not believe that
unjustified behavior of this type
is cost free," McCurry said amid
increasing speculation that the
president would order retaliation. "Our concern here is what
Saddam believes he has gained
from a strategic viewpoint."
Pentagon officials said the
preparations for any military
steps ordered by the president
had been completed, but that no
orders had been issued.
The 20,000 U.S. troops in the
Persian Gulf region were on high
alert, and Gen. John Shalikashvili, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, traveled to Saudi Arabia
and Jordan. Saudi Arabia agreed
to cooperate in any U.S. retaliatory action, Saudi sources said on
condition of anonymity.
The offensive also prompted
the United Nations to delay its
plan to let Iraq resume limited oil
sales despite sanctions. On Monday, oil prices in Europe jumped
sharply on the news; U.S. markets were closed for Labor Day.
Saddam's troops stormed Irbil,
the main city in the
U.S.-protected Kurdish "safe haven" in northern Iraq, on Saturday. The Kurdistan Democratic
Party had asked Iraq for help in
See IRAQ, page three.
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Testing points to sabotage of TWA 800
Pat Milton
The Associated Press

SMITHTOWN, N.Y. ~ Preliminary testing by Boeing Co. indicates that an explosion of the
center fuel tank alone would not
have been powerful enough to
bring down TWA Flight 800, an
investigator told The Associated
Press on Monday.
Those early findings tend to
strengthen the theory that a
bomb or missile brought down
the jumbo jet, and to weaken the

likelihood that the plane exploded because of a mechanical
malfunction. While investigators
say they do not know enough to
declare the explosion a criminal
act, the possibility of an accident
appears more remote as the evidence mounts.
National Transportation Safety
Board investigators previously
have determined that the center
fuel tank exploded. But a critical
question has been whether that
explosion was the cause of the
crash - or was a secondary blast,

ignited by another force.
After using computer models
to simulate pressure within a
747's center fuel tank, Boeing
engineers estimated that 30 to 40
pounds per square inch of pressure inside the tank would be
needed to do the kind of damage
that has been observed so far in
Flight 800, the report found.
Testing indicates that an Internal explosion of the tank,
caused by a malfunction, would
generate a third less pressure
than that.
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U.S. Sen. John Aahcroft, left, Joins William let Golden of the Oak Ridge Boys in singing "Elvira"
prior to the Dole-Kemp rally In St. Louis Monday, Sept. 2 under the Gateway Arch.

"The preliminary analysis in- vapors in the nearly empty fuel
dicates that if the center fuel tank could have become overtank was to explode on its own heated and ignited, causing the
from an internal source, it would tank to explode.
In a separate experiment, Boenot do the kind of damage we
have witnessed in Flight 800," an ing conducted a test flight in Calinvestigator familiar with the ifornia's Mohave Desert last
study, speaking on condition of month with a 747 to determine if
a fuel tank could become overanonymity, told the AP.
"This indicates that there must heated and explode because of a
have been multiple things going spark.
on in addition to the fuel tank explosion," the source said.
The outdoor temperature was
One theory that investigators 71, about the same as it was on
have been examining is that the evening of July 17 when

Flight 800 exploded 11 1/2
minutes after takeoff, killing all
230 people aboard. Nineteen victims remain missing.
The approximate temperature
in the test-flight fuel tank was
measured at 115 degrees, sufficient to be ignited by an electrical spark. But there is no clue
about what would have provided
such a spark. The NTSB so far
has not uncovered any plausible
answers in the fuel or electrical
systems.

Hurricane brushes by
Massachusetts, islands
Anne Wallace Allen
The Associated Press

CHATHAM, Mass. - Hurricane Edouard shied away from
land at the last minute Monday,
giving only a glancing blow to
Cape Cod and island communities that had been emptied of
thousands of holiday weekend
tourists.
The storm that once packed
winds blowing at a steady 140
mph was little more than an ugly
day at the beach for the people
who stayed.
Edouard failed to produce any
serious damage, although 35,000
to 40,000 customers were without
power by early afternoon. A few
houses and the Hyannis fire
station lost their roofs, and
several boats were lost.
"I think we were lucky this
time," said Spencer Kennard of
Chatham, as waves slapped
against a seawall across the
street from his parents' 19th century farmhouse.
But while physical damage was

relatively light, many businesses
had closed on what is usually one
of their busiest weekends of the
year - the last long weekend of
summer.
After driving almost straight
northward over the open ocean
toward Nantucket, the hurricane
took a right turn early in the day.
Its center got no closer than 80
miles from Nantucket, where
wind gusts peaked at 90 mph.
During the afternoon, gusts occasionally hit 60 mph.
Three to 5 inches of rain had
fallen over Martha's Vineyard,
Nantucket and parts of Cape Cod,
and more rain was likely.
By S p.m., Edouard was headed
northeast at 12 mph, and its
center was about 225 miles
southwest of Halifax, Nova Scotia. Its maximum sustained
winds were down to 75 mph,
barely strong enough to be still
called a hurricane.
On Its heels, Hurricane Fran
was strengthening as it headed
toward the Bahamas and the
southeastern United States. By

midday, it was about 560 miles
east of Nassau, Bahamas, with
top sustained winds near 80 mph.
"It could be off the coast of
Florida or bearing down on Florida in the next 72 hours or so,"
said meteorologist Brian Maher
at the National Hurricane Center
in Miami.
Massachusetts Gov. William F.
Weld lifted a state of emergency.
Beaches were reopened to
swimmers in Rhode Island and
points south; two people had died
in the storm surf along the New
Jersey shore last week.
In North Carolina, where 10- to
12-foot swells had chased people
from the beaches Friday, Labor
Day was hazy and warm and the
fish were biting. "It's a good final
day of summer," said Ed Lore,
manager of the Surf City Pier.
At Boston's Logan International Airport, many flights were
cancelled Sunday night and others were delayed Monday because airlines had moved planes
elsewhere as a precaution.
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Perot should search tor

follow-through to promises

Fall is in the air. We're just coming off of the
last weekend of summer." Students, young and old,
are back in classrooms or dreading the nearing day.
The leaves are taking on that pre-yellowed color.
And, all of our presidential candidates are starting
up the serious mud-slinging.
Ross Perot has once again decided to use the
same type of campaign that failed him in 1992. In
other words, a television viewer might, at any given
time, turn on the TV to see Perot's famous
infomercials.
One may recall the half hour-long television
spots in which Perot pointed to charts "proving his
point" about problems such as the national debt,
Medicare and Medicaid spending, and the problems
concerning the "common citizen."
Perot is asking average citizens, veterans and
small business owners to donate to his campaign
in order to "shock Washington." He has said that
he will limit his personal contribution to his campaign to $50,000. He has even offered a copy of
his book, "Ross Perot: My Life and Principles for
Success" to those donating $50 or more.
The BG News believes that Perot should get a
clue. The man can talk wonderful ideas, but doesn't
seem to stand well under fire. What's worse, he
backed out of the last campaign mid-way through.
The American voters see a man that can talk the
talk, but not walk the walk.
Until then , the voting public can wait for a candidate that both makes wonderful reform promises
and has the means to follow through on them.

The BG News

Naked lunch for the nineties
Originally this column was
going to inspired by my several episodes of self-pity and rants of "I
hate all women" over the weekend,
but I realized no one wants to hear
about that right now. Especially not
the Tuesday morning after a threeday weekend.
Instead I will share with you
my thoughts on this fine decade of
ours, the 90's. A few days ago, it
hit me that this decade is more
than half over . I began to think
about what the human race has accomplished, or not accomplished
as the case may be, in the 90's.
This type of reflection was called
a naked lunch by Jack Kerouac. It
means a frozen moment in time
when everyone sees what is on the
end of every fork.
In my opinion, there was a lot
of optimism at the start of this decade. The 90's were going to a
decade of higher consciousness
and sensibility after the excesses
of the 80's. Well, I don't know if that
would be an accurate description
of what I see going on now.
When people ask me what I
write as a journalist, I often want
to say that I am chronicling the
decline of western civilization. This
world is getting to be a very frightI

Wray
ening place to live. Even our sacred United States are being torn
apart by terrorists from abroad at
places like the World Trade Center, and from terrorists across the
street, like in Oklahoma City and
Atlanta. How can we claim to be a
civilized nation when everyday it
gets harder to tell the difference
between New York and Beirut?
As we get closer to the year
20001 keep thinking of those postapocalypse movies like the ROAD
WARRIOR. BLADE RUNNER and
12 MONKEYS and I find our decade really doesn't seem that far
off from being there.
Each year, crimes get worse.
We have 10 year olds playing with
real guns and killing people.
Psycho middle aged white men like
the Unabomber and various militias are training to kill us if they
have to. If anyone still believes in
God anymore, they're probably
pretty scared about the whole Rev-

elation concept. If God wiped out
the world with a flood a few thousand years ago, what reason is
there to keep us around?
Enough with this apacolyptic
talk. The 90's are just really confusing and fast-paced. The Internet
now makes the old postal system
obsolete, and has eliminated the
need for people to actually talk to
each other. If you haven't noticed
it yet, you'll see it soon. I'm talking
about the hordes of people who get
addicted to chatlines and spend all
their time in the computer labs. My
old roommate was one of those.
Maybe that's why he is back in
Cleveland right now while we are
in the rolling hills of Bowling Green.
The Internet is essentially a
way to communicate with people
you are friends or business partners with. It is a tool, a machine
that enables you to do something
else. When you get caught up in
the glory of the machine, the tool,
you lose sight of the original idea,
which is communicating with
people.
The 90's have brought us the
idea of the media star criminal. O.J.
Simpson, Susan Smith, the
Menendez Brothers, and even our
own President.

0&m

As a member of the media, I
have spent a lot of time trying to
figure out why the press did what
they did to these people. One thing
I can think of is that it really wasn't
news, it was entertainment. HARD
COPY and shows like it aren't
news programs — they are entertainment shows, junkfood for your
brain. America ate it up and
screamed for more.
One thing that people need
to understand is that there is an
audience out there for this stuff. If
people weren't going to watch and
enjoy, it wouldn't exist.
This idea can also be applied
to the public's reaction to the enormous basketball salaries' that were
paid out this summer. SHAQ probably isn't worth 120 million but, to
the American public, he is. Don't
blame the owners or agents, blame
yourself. BLAME US.
All in all, the 90's have been
an interesting but scary time. I can't
say that they have been an improvement over anything, though.
Our problems just seem to keep
getting worse and more numerous.
Maybe the next millenium will be
better.
Brandon Wray is the Tuesday
columnist for The News.
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If you want to submit a letter
to the editor, please follow these
steps:
Jfe
• Make sure the letter is less than 300 words. Please
include your major, year and phone number.

'tS

• Make sure it is typed, not handwritten.
• Please bring it to 210 West Hall witfcj a eminent ID,
or e-mail it to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
T.O.

• Letters will be printed a first-come basis.
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ree cheers for a summer great
Folks, I have something disturbing to confess to you. For
some time now, I have been consuming an addictive substance of
which I derive pleasure from. I'm
sure I am not alone, however, in
my predicament. In any case, let
me be the first one to say that I am
shamelessly hooked on ... hot
dogs.
No, I don't literally mean our
canine friends sweltering in the
summer heat. I mean those long
and round pieces of meat that I
have come to love.
"What's
so addicting about it?" You may
ask. Well, if you think about it. the
texture and flavor in hot dogs are
so simple, yet delicious that they
rule our taste buds. I'm sure most
of you can relate when the aroma
of franks on the grill outside induces uncontrollable tics and
drooling. Everything about the hot
dog is addicting, I can't explain any
better than that. You'd have to eat
one yourself and use every nuance
of your being to cherish this wobbly meat before you can understand why it is so addicting. Remember this, however, this is your
own choice. If you get hooked on
them, don't cry foul on me!
I already regret revealing my
secret, for I can see my friends ribbing me and saying that I like hot
dogs because of the phallic symbol that it represents (and I assure
you, that would be untrue).
For crying out loud, I love
them so much that not only do I
eat them in a pool of beans or on
buns, but also in macaroni and
cheese and even on pizza! I sup-
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Fourth of July that went without
once smelling the telltale scent of
hot dogs on the grill. It's also an
important part of one of America's
favorite pastimes, baseball. The
two are inseparable. Who can forget the numerable images of kids
chomping into the hot dog with
ketchup
and
mustard
smeared
all over
their
faces in
family albums?
(Okay,
so It's
messy
somelimes.)
lie
many
great
pastimes,
h o w ever, the
dark
side always rears its ugly head. Baseball has had it strikes and scandals. Tobacco not only stinks, but
also destroys. Hot dogs may enjoy a popular and cheerful image,
but we all know what dangers lurk
in them, right? Many hot dogs are
loaded with fat, cholesterol (the
bad kind), and sometimes, parts
not from the ingredients listed (I do
hope we're all past that now). If I
had a dime for every heartburn that
I've gotten from a hot dog, I'd be

For some time now, I
have been consuming
an addictive substance
of which i derive
pleasure from. I'm sure
I'm not alone, however,
in my predicament. In
any case, let me be the
first one to say that I
am shamelessly
hooked on...

also
like
i
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betas
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the
neat
way
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can
eat
i t .
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rarely
a
mass
whan
you
eat a
hot dog on a bun. Ketchup, some
mustard, maybe relish and onions,
are about the extent of which you
can put on a hot dog.
You know what, though? I
am almost proud of eating this innovative dish. Almost proud, that
is, because if it wasn't for the unhealthy aspects of this food, I'd be
eating it three times a day. Proud
because it is an American delicacy
and a staple of just about every
household. I can't think of a single

able to buy a Porsche. That's okay,
though, because I'm young and I
still have this sense of invincibility
and immortality. So while I'm still
feeling like that, what can it hurt to
enjoy the fruits of life for a while,
even though they may do harm?
Hot dogs... I swear they will be the
death of me. Maybe there's a HotDog-Aholics Anonymous somewhere.
Well, before I go, I'd like to
compose a poem saluting and
bashing the venerable hot dog.
Here goes.
Hot dog! What a marvelous piece of meat you are!
You pacify kids while setting adults' hearts afire.
For years you gave us
thrilling taste
Then a miserable job of
doing the waste.
You seduce us with your
scent
Reeling us into your descent
Of gluttonous pleasure
and satisfaction.
Hot dog, you truly are a
confusion.
I don't know, but I like you
now.
But know this, I know of
your vow
To strangle my arteries
and veins.
I will have you in my reins
Before you claim my life
By chopping you into
pieces with a knife.
Gabe King is a guest columnist for The News.
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IRAQ

Angels In The Sky

Continued from page one.

dislodging the rival Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan. Both groups
want an Independent Kurdish
area that would Include northern
Iraq, but the KDP is willing to
work with Saddam's government
In exchange for greater autonomy, while the PUK will accept
only Independence and has allied
itself with Iraq's archrival, Iran.
In Salah ad-Din - a stronghold
of the KDP - guerrillas celebrated their victory Monday by
parading through town and showing off captured artillery.
As a military truck towed two
anti-aircraft guns down a street,
KDP fighters sat atop the
weapons and shouted jubilantly,
raising their machine guns above
their heads.
Few refugees came to Salah adDin; those who arrived said most
of the others had fled to PUK-

controlled areas and beyond.
"Hundreds, maybe thousands,
fled Irbil," Hursid said, "mostly
to Iran."
She and her four children, ages
5 to 10, stood on a sidewalk on the
road from Irbil to Salah. od-din
after fleeing on Sunday.
"I saw many people dead," she
said. "My husband was also
killed. I ran out with my children,
fearing for our lives. I don't know
where we will go." There was no
power in the town, and the nighttime streets were dark except for
the headlights of military trucks.
Some local officials said a
hydroelectric dam had been
damaged by artillery; others said
the rival PUK had control of the
dam and had cut their electricity.
PUK leader Jalal Talabani
called on Western nations to retaliate against Iraq for the
offensive in Irbil.
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The U.S. Navy's Blue Angeli circle buildings In downtown Cleveland on Sunday, Sept 1 as part of the Cleveland National Air Show
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Schools seektax increase
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Ohio's largest school districts look to control debt I

o

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Ohio's 20
largest school districts want to
be able to take on more debt
without voter approval. They
also are suggesting that property
tax collections be allowed to
grow with Inflation.
The Urban Schools Initiative is
ready to make those and other
recommendations to be included
in the State Board of Education
budget. The recommendations
will be presented Wednesday at a
meeting in Columbus to the Congress of Urban School Constituencies.
That group will decide what to
forward to the state board.
"The financial recommendations really deal with demystifying the whole business of
school finance and deregulating
it," Frank Schiraldi, director of
the Urban Schools Initiative, told
The Cincinnati Enquirer for a
story Monday.
The Ohio Department of Education formed the initiative in
May to look into common problems among the 20 largest of the
state's 611 school districts, and to

suggest solutions.
of Cincinnati Public Schools, popular. But he insisted that
The 20 districts serve 23 per- worked on the finance and build- some of the solutions deserve secent of Ohio's students. Those ing recommendations and ac- rious discussion.
schools consistently place at the knowledged that some sugges"One of the things that has to
bottom of nearly any measure of tions are not likely to be adopted happen with any of these good
ideas is their advocates out there
achievement - proficiency tests, anytime soon.
"We were charged with looking need to talk about them now," he
attendance rates, and dropout
and graduation rates, according for solutions, regardless of the said.
politics or worrying about how
Districts in the Urban Schools
to the department.
Besides finances, the group the public would perceive it ini- Initiative are: Akron, Canton,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Cleveland
has reviewed parental In- tially," he said.
Concerning debt, the initiative Heights-University Heights,
volvement, professional development, buildings and ways to recommends increasing the Columbus, Dayton, East Clevedeal with disruptive students. amount a district can assume land, Elyria, Hamilton, Lima,
Each area was studied by teach- without voter approval, from Lorain, Mansfield, Middletown,
ers, parents and students from one-tenth of 1 percent of total tax Parma, South-Western (Franklin
the districts, government offi- valuation to 3 percent.
County), Springfield, Toledo,
Schiraldi also acknowledged
cials, the business community
Warren and Youngstown.
that some proposals will be unand an outside specialist.
The proposal to let property
tax collections increase with inflation could be among the most
controversial.
194 S. Main (in the mini mall)
Currently, when the value of
Students...
property in a district increases,
•Check out our affordable antiques and
the property tax that provides
collectables. Three rooms full of furniture,
money to schools does not. School
desks, lamps, books, china, jewelry, vintage and
administrators complain that this
means a district cannot count on
'funky' clothes.
increasing revenue to meet
OPEN LATE 11am-8pm(or later)
OCO conn
growing expenses.
Sun. 1 pm-6pm(or later)
J3J-OOUU
Steve Ottemann, vice president
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Are you fired of Clinton's
Broken Promises?
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EDUCATION MAJORS
STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER, 1997
OR
FALL SEMESTER, 1997
Ranulrad Slon-Uo Ml««tlna:
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 4,1996
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIV. UNION
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30. 11:30 A.M.
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 P.M.
KNOW YOUR SIX WEEK SPRINT COURSE(S)
AND ON-CAMPUS MAILBOX NUMBER
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353-BIKE (2453)
Back T© School Tuano-mo
Special witlh <C©M]p©ffii
Basic Tune-up was $19.95
now $15.00
Complete Tune-up was $36.50
now $29.95
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Are you spirited, creative,
and want to have fun? Then join the
s UAO HOMECOMING COMMITTEE!
2o
Tuesday, Sept. 3 at 8:00 pm in the
Taft Room: 3rd floor Union
w
a
For more information call 378-7164
o

8
5
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<B.Q. Antiques Matt
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Ipplications |
o
e of Student
nion.
3 at 3:00pm.
372-7164

Homecomin
can be pic
Activi
Applications
For more

5% off all accessories
Good through October 31,1996

181S. Main St, Bowling Green
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SECONDARY EDUCATION
MAJORS
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RF.QIITRED SION-UP

MEETING
SECONDARY METHODS--EDCI 370
FALL SEMESTER 1997
AND
STUDENT TEACHING
SPRING SEMESTER 1998
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 6,1996
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
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"1997 MISS OHIO USA" PAGEANT
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MM USA'<$ayeant
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED

If_you are an applicant who
qualifies and are between the ages of
18 and 27 by February 1,1997. never
married and at least a six month
resident of Ohio, thus college dorm
students are eligible, you could be
Ohio's representative at the CBSnationally televised Miss USA*
Pageant' in February to compete for
over $200,000 in cash and prizes The
Miss Ohio USA Pageant for 1997 «IB
be presented in the Grand Ballroom of
the Columbus Marriott North in
MELISSA B0VD
Columbus. Ohio, November 30 &
Mas Ohio USA*
December 1,1996. The new Miss Ohio
USA, along with her expense paid trip to compete in the CBS-nationally
televised Miss USA Pageant, will receive overSl.OOOincashamongher many
prizes. All ladies interested in competing for the title must respond by mail.
Utters must Include a recent snapshot, a brief biofraphy,
address and a phone number WRITE TO:
1M7MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT
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The Game: ALABAMA 21, BOWLING GREEN 7

Victory lost, respect gained
Falcons come close,
give Alabama scare
Scott Brown
The BG News

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - For one
! fleeting moment, in front of
76,878 fans at storied Legion
Field, Bowling Green had all the
momentum and was seemingly
going to give mighty Alabama a
run for its money.
The upstart Falcons had
several chances to cut into a
14-point deficit, but the Crimson
Tide held on when it counted on
the way to a 21-7 victory in the
season opener for both schools
here in the "Football Capital of
the South."
After BG had scored its only
touchdown and then recovered
an onsidc kick, all the momentum
seemed on its side with 13
minutes to go.
The vaunted 'Bama defense
stood tall, however, as the Falcons' final three possessions - all
ending in Tide territory - came
up empty.
Still, there was no questioning
the mood in the Bowling Green
camp after giving one of the nation's premeir teams all it could
handle down the stretch.
"The kids came out in the second half and played hard," said
BG coach Gary Blackney. "I
guess in a loss, I'm as proud of
our kids as I can be. We played
one of the best football teams in
the country today."
■ "This is one we just let slip
through our hands," said linepacker Kevin O'Neill. "Time and
time again, we had them down
'. and crucial plays ... on defense
we played pretty well, but we let
some third down plays slip away.
We have a young team, but we
have to realize that when we have
opportunities we need to start
taking advantage of them."
Alabama had rolled along
through the first three quarters

of the game, mounting a 21-0 lead
as the Bowling Green offense
struggled to find any kind of
rhythm against a Tide defense
considered by many among the
nation's best.
It was Bowling Green's defense that put forth a solid effort
and kept the Falcons in the game
until the breaks began to fall
their way.
The momentum swing came at
the end of the third quarter when
Alabama punter Hayden Stockton was pressured out of his kick
and Falcon Jay Hoey caused and
recovered the ensuing fumble.
With the Falcon offense setting
up shop on the Alabama 33,
Courtney Davis gave BG its first
offensive spark with a 28-yard
run. He went on to score on
4th-and-goal from the one, eluding several Alabama defenders
after grabbing the option pitch
from quarterback Bob Niemet.
"Niemet made a good pitch to
me, and I just made a move,"
Davis said. "At halftime we were
able to regroup, and we decided
to come out in the second half
and just get some points on the
board, get something going."
The offense fizzled after Davis' score, however. The onside
kick gave the Falcons the ball at
midfield, but on 4th-and-2 at the
42-yard line BG opted not to go
for it.
Linebacker Brian Manns provided a golden opportunity on
Alabama's next possession, making a leaping grab of quarterback
Freddie Kitchens' pass and rumbling 48 yards to the 10-yard line.
That drive was stuffed when
Alabama defender Kevin Jackson made a leaping interception
grab of Niemet on 2nd and-goal
from the six.
The Falcons had one more
See RESPECT, page five.

DELTA ZETA

AP pholo

Bowling Green quarterback Bob Niemet (12) spins away from Alabama's Cedric Samuel (13) for a short gain in the first quarter of Sat-

College football like it should be
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - So this
is what college football is all
about.
The Falcon football team, as it
always does for these long nonconference trips, chartered a
plane from Toledo to Birmingham Friday to get to the Alabama game.
Awaiting the team at Birmingham International Airport,

WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Stephanie Booth
Tiffany Campbell
Melissa Fulton
Tina Green
Marilyn Kain

Sara Prendeville
Kelly Roser
Christine Trobenter
Natalie Williams
Crystal Zeop

urday's game. Niemet was under constant pressure from Alabama's
defense.

V V I" m> book. SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant.
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus.^^
The Toledo Made keuamrunl ( rift

H6 North Main Bowling Green

however, was a police motorcade
to escort all six buses of team
personnel and fans to the hotel.
Fancy that in the MidAmerican Conference.
"I like those state troopers and
those Birmingham police," Falcon coach Gary Blackney quipped after Saturday's game. "Isn't
this something? I coached in the
Big 10, but it's nothing like this.
This was really intense."
So it was for the Bowling Green
players, coaches and fans over
the weekend as most were made
privy to college football in the
American South, where the
motorcade is standard, as is the
hospitality and the barbeque
chicken.
"People down here have been
very gracious to us," Blackney
said. "I think it's a great experience for our kids. I think it's
something that we will always
remember and it's something
that we can build on."
If anything, the Falcon football
team realized its potential this
weekend. In the shadow of Bear
Bryant and in the self-anointed
"Football Capital of the South,"
Bowling Green gave mighty Alabama a few things to think about.

has entered Birmingham without
a police escort.
Of course, to put things in perspective, consider that BG's escort was approximately three
Scott Brown
officers on motorcycles and anSports Editor
other pair in cars.
The Crimson Tide's escort
from nearby Tuscaloosa had 10
police cars and shut down both
sides of a four-lane interstate
highway.
The final score was 21-7, and
the Falcons put forth a good
Namely, be careful when
effort. They showed, even withscheduling these "patsy" MAC
out their best performance, that
schools.
they
are capable of doing some
"I would like to think this
great things in 1996.
would earn our conference a lot
Perhaps the defining moment
of respect," said linebacker Keof the trip came as the team devin O'Neill. "We showed that we
parted the stadium after the
can play with these guys."
"What a neat experience," said game on the way to the airport.
quarterback Bob Niemet. "This is As the buses filed past the hundreds of campers cleaning up
unlike anything we've ever seen
from tailgating, the Alabama fans
before."
lined the driveway and gave a
There are some things in Bircordial wave goodbye.
mingham that are similar to the
"Your team earned a lot of reMidwest. The night clubs, for inspect down here," one Alabama
stance, play "The Macarena"
official told the Bowling Green
about once an hour.
media contingent after the game.
"People here were very impresAnd the motorcade? One Alabama state trooper said that, in
sed. You've got a great team."
his 16 years on the force, no colTen more games will be the
lege or professional football team judge of that.
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Alabama 21, Bowling Green 7
Legion Field. Birmingham, AL

Bowling Green
Alabama

7
21

Scoring Summary
First Quarter
AL (0:12) DennU Kiddle one-yard run. Brian Cunningham kick
A1. 7-0
Drirt: Ejghl pUy». 49 yards. 3.55. Key ptay: 15-yard pasi interference penally
on BO lo >el up IM-and-10 on ihe BO 22-yard line
Second Quarter
AL (2:02) Marcell West six-yard receplion from Warren Fouat;
Cunningham kick
AL 14-0
Drive: 10 playt. 67 yards, 4:38. Key plays: Fousl 11-yard run on lrd-ind-4 al
Alabama 39-yard-line, Fousl 14-yard run around left end lo set up Ist-and-goal
Third Quarter
AL (2:14) Curtis Alexander one-yard run, Cunningham kick
AL 21-0
Kris, 13 plays. 98 yards. 6:24 Key plays: Calvin Hall 33-yard calch on
2nd-and-9 from Alabama three-yard line. Alexander 10-yard run or. 4th-and-1
from BG 22-yard line

Internet PC: $999
586-DX133
28.8 Faxmodem
14" SVGA Monitor (.28)
540 MB Hard Drive
8 MB EDO Ram
3.5 Floppy Drive
104 Key Keyboard
Mouse & Pad
DOS & Windows or
Windows 95

Fourth Quarter
BG (13:09) Courtney Davb one yard run. Andy Pollock kick
Drive: Rva plays. 33 yards. 1.13 Key play: Davis 28-yard run from 33-yard
line after Alabama had failed on a fake punt attempt.
BG
7
4-3-0
28-80
11-24-97-0-2
177
1-1
6-37
7-307-43.8
27:42

AL 21-7

Team Statistics

Other options & models available

Alabama
16
10-5-1
45-154
11-17-162-1-1
316
2-2
3-28
4-134-33.5
32:18

First Downs
by Rushing-Passing-Penally
Rushes-Yards
Passes Comp -All Yards-TDInt
Total Net Yards
lunihlc lost
Penalties-Yards
Punts-Yards-Average
Time of Possession

For the best values in PCs. contact

Milwaukee PC, Inc.

Phone: 414-771-6965Fax 414-771-1411
E-mail: mllwaukeepo@mllwaukeepc.corn
Internal: www MilwaukeePC com

Individual Statistics
Passing: (BG) Niemel 9-19-59-0-1. Molk 2-3-38-0-1; (AL) Kilchens 10-16-156-0-1.
Fousl 1-1-6-1-0
Rushing: (BG) Davis 13-50. Niemeii 8-16. Plait 5-8. Rotlinghaus 1-4. Klue 1-2;
(ADC Alexander 16-62. Fousl 5-27.Riddle 5-27. S. Alexander 6-19.Scissum 317.T. Smith l-7.Slocklon 1-6. Kilchens 2-(-2). Hall l-(-9).
Receiving: (BG) Rogers 4-44. Holcomb 1-34, Davis 2-9. Klue 1-7, Plan 1-3. Loville
2-0; (AL) Vaughn 5-73. Hall 1-53. Wesl 2-19. C. Alexander 1 -11. Buchanan 1-7.
Rulledge I-(-I).

Groceries
purchased
bv84%
BGSU
students

Records: BG 0-1; Alabama 1 -0.
Attendance: 76.878 Came Time: 2:31

No practice makes
perfect for Rogers
Falcon

Scott Brown
The BG News

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - Practice? Who needs it?
Wide receiver Jacque Rogers
was cleared to play in this game
only Thursday. He hadn't practiced the entire fall, waiting for
the NCAA to grant him a rare
sixth year of eligibility.
He received it Thursday, flew
to Alabama with the team Friday
and played most of the game Saturday.
Rogers led BG in receptions
with four, for 44 yards.
"The thing about Jacque is,
even though he wasn't able to suit
up for us until the NCAA gave
him his extra year of eligibility,
he was still around the field and
into it mentally," head coach
Gary Blackney said. "He's a
great kid and he just stepped in
and picked up where he left off a
year ago."
The Falcons weren't able to get
Rogers and the other receivers,
including Terry Loville, involved
with the offense as much as they
would like. Eric Starks, another
receiver, is expected to be back
for the Temple game on Sept. 14.
Offensive line performs fairly
well, considering _
None of the questions concerning the Falcon offensive line
were answered Saturday, but
give them a break: it was, after
all, Alabama they were playing.
"I thought the kids fought.
They never gave up," Blackney
said. "Truthfully, we're a little
outmatched against that defensive line. Those kids are big and
strong and talented."
Quarterback Bob Niemet was

FOOTBALL
Notebook
under pressure most of the game
from Alabama's defense, considered by many to be one of the
top squads in the nation.
"I've never seen a defense that
fast before," Niemet said. "I've
never seen a defensive lineman
run me down before."
Get some respect

The Falcons definitely came
away from the game with the respect of the Crimson Tide and the
Alabama fans.
"This is a non-conference
game and they are one of the top
15 teams in the country," O'Neill
said. "We fared pretty well with
them, so I think it's a good
springboard Into the MAC
season. We've got some work to
do, but I think we're heading in
the right direction."
The Alabama newspapers were
filled with less-than-rosy predictions leading up to Saturday's
game. A writer from the Birmingham Newstrumpeted a 38-6
prediction, while local radio
stations were saying virtually the
same thing.
"Reading the newspaper down
here and everything, nobody was
giving us a chance," Niemet said.
"We come out and played a good
defensive game. Our defense
played really well. We had a couple of breaks go our way ... just
two more is what we needed.
"We showed that we can hold
our own against the top teams in
the country."

NOW HIRING

AP photo

Alabama's Ed Scissum dives to the one-yard line In the first quarter as Bowling Green's Brian Manns
(52) and Junior Williams (17) defend.

RESPECT
Continued from page four.

chance in the final minute, but a
drive to the Alabama 20 ended on
downs.
The Jackson interception
turned into the final knife in the
back for Bowling Green.
"I've never seen a play like
that," Blackney said. "I've been
coaching for 25 years. That guy
should be playing for the [Atlanta] Falcons, not the Crimson
Tide."
"That guy made just one outstanding play," Niemet said. "He
had his cape on, or something. He
just dove out and got it."
The Crimson Tide scored in
each of the first three quarters,
grabbing a touchdown near the
end of each. They dented the
scoreboard first with 12 seconds
left in the opening quarter when
Dennis Riddle bowled in from
one yard out.
Two more scores followed, a
Marcell West six-yard touchdown catch just before halftime
and a Curtis Alexander one-yard
plunge that finished a 13-play,
98-yard drive.

The Falcon offense could only
muster seven first downs and 177
total yards in the game. Five of
the first downs and 124 of the
yards came in the second half.
The offense aside, Blackney
couldn't have been much more
pleased with the Falcon defense,
led by the brother tandem of Kevin and Joe O'Neill, who combined for 26 tackles.
Joe, the younger O'Neill, led
the team with 17 stops. Only a
redshirt freshman, it was his
first collegiate game.
'Towards the second half we
had the cadence down and were
able to get a jump on things,"
Kevin O'Neill said. "I thought we
did a good job representing ourselves and all the garbage we had
to hear going in about how we
didn't have a chance.
"It's disappointing. It could
have been us."

(CASHIERS)

FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL
for new store opening at
1560 E. Wooster St, B.G.
We Offer:
• Competitive Pay
• Great Benefits
• Advancement Potential
• Flexible Schedules
• Student Incentive Bonus (up to $200.00 a Quarter)
• Cashier Referral Bonus ($100.00)
Apply in person: Mon.- FrL 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
at our Airport Highway Location
7155 Airport Highway ' Holland, OH
(1 mile west of 475)

SuperAmerica
A DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL PROUD TO BE AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

t
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ri"
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.
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WATERMILL
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Wisconsin's largest independent
retailer of personal computers

989 S. Main
(Next to Pagliai's)
Bowling Green
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1058 N. Main

(in front of
T.C.B.Y.)
Bowling Green
Computer Monitored Safety Shut-Down System
Tested By The State
NAMA Approved
Just 25c a Gallon
Serviced Sanitized Daily
Unique 8-Stage R.O. Purification Process
Self-Serve: You Fill Your Own Clean Bottle
Open 24 Hours a Day
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Soccer ties Memphis in debut Tribe falls in
Brewer rally
Defense dull
in opener

The Associated Press

Blake Parkins
The BC News

Inconsistency was the word!
of the day for Bowling Green
soccer team in their home
opener against the University
of Memphis. The returning
MAC champs settled for all
tie versus the Tigers at Cochrane Field.
Bowling Green jumped
ahead at 54:10 In the second
half. Freshman Bobby Biggs
recorded the first regular
season goal with assists from
tri-captains Tony Dore and
Steve Klein.
The team was unable to
preserve the lead as the Bowling Green defense fell apart.
Memphis forward Rogerio
Lima found the back of the goal
with just over seven minutes in
regulation play to tie the score
at one. The teams faced off for
two more IS minute halves, but
neither was able to score a decisive goal.
The outcome could have
been much worse for the Falcons if not for the play of goalie Scott Vallow between the
pipes. The Falcons were outshot by the tally of 25-17,11 of
which were shots on goal.
The Falcons are coming off a
tremendous season with a record of 16-3-2. The club won
the conference tournament to
appear in the NCAA tourna-

Milwaukee - Jose Valentin hit
his game-winning single in the
ninth Inning, he danced down the
first-base line, pumping his arms
in the air to celebrate one of the
Milwaukee's most dramatic victories of the season.
His looping line drive to left
field capped a dramatic two-run
rally Monday that gave the
Brewers a 7-6 victory over the
Cleveland Indians.
"It's probably because of what
we've been through all year,"
Valentin said of his emotional
reaction.
John Jaha, who hit his 28th
home run, drove in a pair of runs
and was also part of the rally, felt
the same joy Valentin did.
"It doesn't get any better than
that," said Jaha, who became the
BGNcwi photo/Doug Khreiwviky
first Brewer with 100 RBIs since
Robin Yount had 103 in 1989. "It's
The Falcon soccer team returns to action this weekend In the Pepsi/Nike Classic In Vermont.
real big. It shows this team can
Mahler was also pleased with
play. People dont understand
gave them far too many opporment and eventually fell to
how hard it is to play together
tunities," Mahler said. "We the team's ability to create
NCAA champion Wisconsin.
with so many young players."
need to sort out a few things scoring chances.
BG was not true to their
Milwaukee, which scored four
"I've always said that the
defensively, we'll regroup and
championship form, however,
runs in the fifth to tie the game,
most important thing for us is
get after it again on Monday."
as their defense sputtered.
had seen the Indians go ahead 6-5
Mahler was not totally dis- to create scoring chances, and
"Defensively, our team
in the ninth. Julio Franco singled
appointed with the perform- we did that," said Mahler. "We
played bad as a whole," said
in Albert Belle, who had doubled
ance, and stresses that the club had our chances, if we put in
sweeper Tony Dore. "From the
off Doug Jones (4-0).
two or three early, the game is
can build on the experience.
front line to the back line, the
Jones, who joined Milwaukee
over. We can't panic, its the
whole team didn't play up to
on July 29, pitched the last 1 1-3
first game of the year, and it's
potential."
"I wouldn't say that we
innings, got the victory, the
a far better result than losing."
Falcon coach Mel Mahler
played very well in the second
Brewers' seventh in 11 games. It
This weekend the kickers
was also disappointed in the
half," Mahler said. "In overwas just the second time this
travel to Durham, New Hampdefensive performance of the
time we finally got our composeason that Milwaukee came
shire for the Pepsi/Nike clasteam.
sure and kept the ball on the
from behind in the ninth to win at
sic, to take on New Hampshire.
"On the defensive end we
ground."
County Stadium.
With one out, Jeff Cirillo singled off Jose Mesa (2-5), who
blew a save chance for the fifth
time in 36 opportunities. Cirillo
was erased at second on Dave
"I don't think there was any Nilsson's fielder's choice, but
on defense, but our offensive catches for 60 yards. "It didn't
linemen were having a hard time suppress what happened over the question in our minds that we had pinch-runner David Hulse then
past 13 years, but I'd like to think to win the football game," coach stole second, took third on Jaha's
hearing audibles.
"I guess that's something that it smoothed things over and Ted Marchibroda said. "Other- infield single and scored on a
will come with time. After all, it made them happier for what they wise, it would have put a damper wild pitch
Jaha went to second on the wild
on all the festivities."
had been 13 years since they have now."
The Ravens didn't just show up
went to a game."
Owner Art Modell invited 40 pitch and scored on Valentin's
The rowdy crowd of 64,124 at for the historical event. They former members of the Balti- single. Jaha's hard-hit low liner
Memorial Stadium never got treated the largest pro football more Colts to participate in Sun- could have driven in the tying
quiet Sunday during the Ravens' crowd in Baltimore history to a day's pregame ceremonies. But, run, but shortstop Omar Vizquel
19-14 victory over the Oakland dramatic victory by rallying with all due respect to John Uni- made a great play to knock it
Raiders. It was the first mean- from a 14-7 halftime deficit.
tas and company, the day was all
It made for a delightful Mon- about launching a new era of Balingful NFL game in Baltimore
since 1983, and many of the fans day at the team's training facility timore football.
seemed to be making up for lost and in the city of Baltimore,
It was the first regular-season
where fans celebrated a victory NFL game in Baltimore since the
time.
"It was a good weekend for a by the home team for the first Colts beat the Houston Oilers
win," said Jackson, who had two time in well over a decade.
20-10 in Dec. 1983.

Baltimore fans welcome Ravens
The Associated Press

OWINGS MILLS, Md. - Baltimore Ravens fans have a lot to
learn about watching an NFL
game.
Lesson No. 1: When players
from the home team lift their
arms to the sky, they're asking
the fans to whoop it up. When
they put their palms face down
and swing their arms toward the
ground, they're requesting a
little quiet.
"We have to teach them that,"
wide receiver Michael Jackson
said Monday. "It's great when
they yell and shout while we're

down.
"You have to hit it over him,
around him or through him,"
Jaha said. "He's the best shortstop in the league."
Sandy Alomar, who hit a tworun double in the third, was upset
with the loss.
"Every game is tough to lose,"
he said. "Every game that we
play and we lose Is tough, because we expect to win every
game. After winning (Sunday)
against a tough team (Texas), we
come here with a lot of confidence and expect to win. Losing
is a disappointment. That's the
way we take it."
Milwaukee's Ben McDonald
failed in his 10th attempt at his
11th victory. McDonald, who
hasn't won since Ju
2, allowed
five runs and five hits in 6 2-3 innings with six walks and four
strikeouts.
"It's been a tough road for me
and (Brewer starter) Scotty Karl,
we've been trying to get number
11 for some time now. Those are
just the breaks of the game
where I haven't pitched as well
as I'd liked. Things dont work
out sometimes."
Run-scoring singles by Belle
and Franco put Cleveland ahead
in the first and Omar Vizquel's
ninth homer made it 3-0 in the
second.
Jaha hit his 28th homer in the
bottom half, but Alomar made it
5-1 with his double in the third.
Milwaukee tied the score in the
fifth when Albie Lopez walked
Cirillo with the bases loaded,
Dave Nilsson hit a sacrifice fly
off Kent Mercker, Jaha singled
in a run and Valentin hit a sacrifice fly.
"I think it was one of those
things that just gets away from
you," Lopez said. "I was throwing
good stuff; the ball just wasn't
going where it should."
Notes:Albert Belle had one
RBI, Increasing his major
league-leading total to 131. -.
Outfielder Jeromy Burnltz started for the Brewers and designated hitter Kevin Seltzer made his
second start for the Indians.

BG netters have
trouble with Pitt

OBSIDIAN

Th,
Newspaper
Writers, Photographers, Salespeople Wanted
Organizational Meeting
Wed., September 11,7pm
West Hall Rm. 203
The Obsidian covers issues and events concerning ALL multicultural students at BGSU.
Silence is the voice of complacency

Questions, call 354-7041

PITTSBURGH - The Bowling
Green womens' volleyball team
had a rough time of it over the
weekend at the Panther-Mizuno
Invitational.
Bowling Green officially
opened the season against the
University of Tennessee Saturday. The Falcons only captured
one game, losing 15-10, 14-16,
15-2, 15-10. Lori Hilton led the
Falcons in kills with 14. Lori
Kemerer led the team in digs,
with 13.
Later that day, BG took on the
Cavaliers of Virginia and lost in
three straight games, 16-14,15-4,
15-10. Shayne Crumley had eight
kills to lead the team. Keisha
Wilkins's IS digs were tops for
the Falcons.
Sunday BG played Its most
competitive game of the tournament in a five-game loss to the
host Pittsburgh Panthers. The
Falcons won the first two games
15-13, and 10-15, before suc-

THIS WEEK ON

•&SSH

S. Main
Downtown
352-2595
Fax 353-5210

cumbing 6-15, 7-15, 7-15. Kris Pesorda led the way with 15 kills
and 11 digs.
Their final game was a brief,
yet hard played, three-game
match loss to Montana, 16-14,
15-12, and 15-12. Hilton and Wilkins again led the way with 18
kills and 18 digs, respectively.
Senior middle hitter Lori Hilton was named to PantherMizuno Invitational AllTournament Team. Hilton easily
led the Falcons in kills with 51,
and kept errors to a minimum
with 16.
The Falcons' next action comes
this coming weekend at the William and Mary High IQ Tournament In Williamsburg, Va. Friday
Sept. 6, BG plays Delaware, and
Northwestern. Saturday, they
take on James Madison and William and Mary. The Falcons' first
home match comes Sept 10, versus Wright State.

PAY-PER-VIEW
Pay-Per-View It!

WeeRCy Specials
(PIP

&

Bar-B-Q Ribs
Dinner
Cole Slaw & Fries

*ss£

BBQ
Chicken

Corn on the Cob

Rights

Chicken
Dinner
Mashed Potatoes,
Peas, & Rolls

Mexican Fiesta
Choice of: Best,Chicken,
or Seafood
Meo-Monday night Frozen
Margaritas Lime 4 Strawberry

\»**U>
itfflk&&>

Prime Rib

Tuesday & Thursday
-Taco SaladMonday to Friday
Soup, Salad, & Roast Beef
Buffet

Rowdy Chris rariey tHFO
slapstick schtick.

A magical board game
KB
creates choas! Robin Williams.

Also Showing This Week:

M

Only $3 . Tune to Channel 14, Sneak \Sft^™
p,
Prevue for ordering*» info. .^83I5^
mtmmmmmm
Hoppy Git™™

CABLECOMM

:£st&te-

• And Mora...
e 1W6 P«y-P» v»« Htnmk. Inc
VISIT THE VC INTERACTIVE SITE AT: http7Avww.ppv.eom
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The BG News

Hingis stuns Sanchez Vicario in U.S. Open
Steve WlUteln
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - One precocious teen pouted and
shouted and flung her racket at the umpire's chair.
The other hardly issued a peep.
In tennis, though, love means nothing and manners often count for less, and on Monday at the
U.S. Open the 15-year-old who acted most churlish,
Martina Hingis, came away with the tournament's
biggest upset to reach the quarterfinals.
Hingis, seeded No. 16, toppled 1994 champion
and No. 3 seed Arantxa Sanchez Vicario 6-1, 3-6,
6-4 in a baseline slugfest punctuated by bad calls
and long arguments.

Moments later, 15-year-old Anna Kournikova
threatened to continue the teen insurrection when
she broke defending champion Steffi Graf's serve
in the first game. It proved a short-lived revolt as
Graf quelled her 6-2, 6-1, allowing Kournikova to
hold serve only once.
Andre Agassi marched into the men's quarterfinals with a 4-6, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4 victory in a sloppy
match against David Wheaton. Agassi, seeded
sixth, goes up next against No. 3 seed Thomas
Muster, who beat No. 13 Thomas Enqvist 7-6 (7-4),
6-2,4-6,6-1.
"It's been a good Open for me," said Agassi, the
1994 champion and 199S runner-up. "Certainly the
summer has turned around since Wimbledon, win-

f

If

ning the Olympics, winning Cincinnati and now
getting this far. I'm in position to pick up the level
a bit and go for the title again."
No. 2 Michael Chang also reached the quarters,
beating Jakob Hlasek 6-3, 64, 6-2, and will meet
Javier Sanchez, who edged Arnaud Boetsch 6-4,7-6
(7-5), 7-6 (7-3) in a match of unseeded players.
At this juncture in their young careers, the Swiss
Hingis is far more experienced in tournament play
than the Russian Kournikova, who came into her
first Grand Slam event as a qualifier. Yet, even in
lopsided defeat, Kournikova, who has been training at Nick Bollettieri's academy in Florida since
the age of 9, showed signs that in a few years she
may surpass Hingis and, perhaps, everyone else.

"She has so many different shots," Graf said of
Kournikova "She's gutsy. She's really eager out
there. She's got a good physique, which is going to
definitely work for her. Good service motion. Good
backhand. Just needs to be a bit more patient. Obviously, experience is missing, but she definitely
has the shots."
Kournikova came away from her first match
against Graf upset with herself though not at all
discouraged.
"I learned that I could be out there and I can play
those players," she said. "It was really good for
me. I would love to play her again and again."
Graf next plays unseeded Judith Wiesner, who
beat Rita Grande 6-0,6-3.
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12 PM 12:30 iij1T,iBRi.riiMJl'yi»»:iing>',i»iMiirij,',«MiHi.«j,',i».ft:ii 6 PM 1 6:30 17 PM 1 7:30 18 PM 1 8:30 1 9 PM 1 9:30 110 PMI 10:30 111 PMI 11:30 112 AM
BROADCAST STATIONS

<D
<E>

s>

at
Q>
03

u>
HO

MM

I

NmX

Young and the Restless [Bold ( B.

As the World Turns If

Guiding Light (in Stereo! Oprah Winfrey X

NmX

The City 1 All My Children X

One Lilt to Live X

General Hospital I

News!

Anolher World I:

Fresh Pr.

Blossom X BaywUclr (In Stereo) I

Montel Williams X

Rttl Lilt

Days of Our Lives X

Trivtls

National Geographic'* Great Indian Railway R ft Wild Am.

Ricki Lake (R)

IChtenX

4ttWI 3.

CBS News iFortum

Jeopardy'

Billy Graham Crusade

NtwsS

ABC News

Entertain

Hard Copy

Roseanne

Drew Carey Home Imp.

News

NBC News

Cops B

Wanted

Mad-You

Caroline

Business

News-Lehrer

Book of Virtues

People and the Power Game (Part 1 o!2)S

Computer

Charlie Rose Un Stceol

Wild Am

Book of Virtues

People and Ihe Power Game (Part t of 2) I

Served

Charlie Rose (In Stereo)

Quilting

Creatures

Bill Nye

Station

Barney

Museums

Sesame SL Couch

Dudley

Bill Nye

Painting

Gourmet

Sawing

Flowers

Sesame Street |R) I

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

GeralrJo R

Copeland

Paid Prog

Doogre M

Gargoyles

Taj-Mama

Bobby

Batman

Rangers

Quack

Full House

Home Imp

Simpsons

Mart Welberg |R)

Northern Exposure «

Paid Prog.

Paid Prog.

Gool Troop Bonkers !C Aladd.n r.

Gargoyles

Dinosaurs

Paid Prog

Top Cops

Rescue 911 Beverly Hills. 902101

Sharks

Aladdin rr

lai-Mann

Griffith

II Lova Lucy Good T.

ISanlord

|Wishbone

Seinleld :

j Creatures
Coach X

Newsl

Late Show (In Stereo! X

Coach X

NYPOBIueiRIX

News!

NightlineI|Cheei»I

Caroline

Dateline (In Stereo: 5

M'A'S'H X Tonight Show (In Stereo)

Queen lln Stereo) (Parti of 2) X
Frasierlf

Gymnastics: USA vs the World

News

MoeShaX (Homeboys [Burning Zone Pilot K

Highlander: The Series

RushL

H Patrol

News

Fresh Pr

Married..

Bobby

| Roseanne

Married..

Star Trek: Next Gener.

MM Prog.
|StarTrek

CABLE STATIONS
COM

Saturday Night Live IT

ESPN Sportscenter R
HBO ill 30lMovie:

sc

|Daily Show jSoap X

(Whose?

Movie: • . "SecreM<*nirer"(l985. Comedy)

Auto Racing IndyCar •• Molson Indy Vancouver (R) PRCA Rodeo

Bowling

SCi n Amazing Spider-Man
USA

Politically

| Hydroplane Racing

Kids in Hall AList ■

Ultman

Inside Stun NBA Today Up Close

Dream On (Politically
Sportscenter

Movie: •••• Terms 0/Endearmevir(1983) Shmey MacLara X |Movie: 'A (.«« Princess"0995) 6 X Movie: ••'; "SrOeAois''(1993) Chuck Noms PG'
B.neball
VoHtyball Racing
Thorghbrd Pro Beach Soccer
Tennis
|Joumal
Bobcats
|R. Cooper Coach Lou Moilz
Hitchcock 0,'rkii*
Swamp
Secret ID
Buck Rogers
Incredible Hulk
Biomc Woman
Sii Million Doll* Man

(11 001 U.S. Open Tennis Men's Fourth Round and Women's Quarterfinals (Live) X

U.S. Open Tennis

Used and New Books

206 N. Main
paupers@wcnet.org

352-2163

http://www.wcnet.org/~paupers

|Sports

(America's Team: Brooklyn Dodgers

:

$1702

Baseball

Sportscenter X

[Daily Show Kids in Hall

Arliss X

Sportswrilers on TV

Twit Zone

Racing
Monsters

World Cup Hockey: Slovakia vs. United Slates From New York. (Live)
_

Movie: •». "Star Trent The WramryKr»n (1962)WillOTShatner I

DJJ. Open Tennit: Men s Fourth Round and Women's Quarterfinals (Live) I

-COMB PNO DIBCOVtm THI sBeTjTT
WUrT lKs.HET
111 TffLlPq"

$27oa

Politically

Buckeye

Renegade "Black Wm<r (WingeE

ACRYLIC : ACRYLIC
FULL SET: i BALANCE;

A-Lisl «

Composers' Specials I Movie: ..'> "Somerrmc;roTa»AJx>ur"|i995)'R'X|Comedy Hour

ptcis

»* NEW! CURRFiNT MAGA7INFS1 »*

•10% discount on
most new books.

Track and Field: ISTAF

|DnnmOn

NAILS
FIILS

PAUPER'S BOOKS
• STUDENTS Pauper's may have
real books you need
for classes.

Daily Show |Mo«e: •• "SecreMcwef'('985. Comedy)

OPI PRODUCTS
NO LIFTING
5201 Monroe St.
(Next to Frank's)

841-5602
OPEN 7 DAYS
FREE AIRBRUSH & FRENCH TIPS
WALK-INS WELCOME
WITH COUPON

fi»,

(Movie: "P« r. the Sky'

Twil Zone [Monsters

amimte

9EH

Sprint gives you long distance the way you want it —plain and simple. Just 9c a minute from
9 p.m. to 9 a.m., whether you use your Sprint FONCARD, call from your college residence
or call collect. And we'll give you 30 free minutes just for signing up.
Pretty simple, huh?

Call 1-800-795-1162
Check us out on the Internet: www.sprint.com (look for College).

9 CeiltS.
NOT HDNSENSE.

Sprint

Certain restrictions apply. Si.ind.ixl surcharges .ipply lo FC-NCARD and collect calls. The surcharge lor station to station calls is S2.25. On some campuses you may not be able to get
this service for on campus housing 1. dialing. A one-time credit ol up to $4.BO will appe.tr on your first full-month's Invoice.
CI1990 Sprint Communications Company. L.P.

SWTr*2-

St. Thomas More University Parish
425 Thunein, PO Box 677
Bowling Green OH 43402
Phone (419)352-7555

Saturday: 5:00 pm
Sunday: 10:00 am
11:30 am
7:00 pm
^=^=^-—e»fSv
Tuesday: Mass on Campus
u^SL. /
12:05 - Prout Chapel
Second Wednesday
of Month: Taize Prayer 9:00 pm (STM)
Thursday: 5:15pm(STM)

It pays to be a college student.

Lou H0II2

Silk Slalkings :ln Slereol Brg Date

ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH
1996-1997 MASS SCHEDULE

to 9A.IL

Baseball

1
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CAMPUS EVENTS
KOREAN MARTIAL AUTe CUM
LMtn Tee K.an Do and Hep«ido
All students welcomel Cal Do"
SS3-7274
•OWOAW*
Ai» you InraM in IMUM M aftect mutbcultural asjdenla on oampua? Do you l*e to wnle
or W pfcejree? The Obeioan I* t» peace tor
you. An mtormaeonal eaaeejsjg wil bo hold on
Seotemoe. 11. 7pm. 203 MM Hel. » you have
oueeoons can 354-7041

•■•oasmAN'
•TACROSSEMEET»*3"
9 0OpmRm 1I5BA
Wednesday. Sew «
"PLAY LAX"
APICS ' APICS • APCS • APICS
slemberehlp Drtyo 0/41M In BA
Joint NAPM/APKS neeeoWa Thura. *5
7:30pm BA 114. Speaker: Mfcheel Byrd
to Mk oboul opporturalee in APCS
Toledo Chapter Dinner Moating Tuaa. SV10
APICS • APKS • APCS • APICS
ATTENTION
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
MPORTANTMEETMG
MM Alumni Conlar
Wadnooday. Saptamoor 4«i O »: 1 Spm
Pieaae try to attend -we wai bo
precaiinot*
tor Iho upcoming job fair
Tut.nt ion Tour Qukfoa
KICK-OFF MEETING
Wadnaaday, Soot. 4. S to Spm
or
Thuraday. Soot. 5,5 to 6pm
Admissions Office - McFatl
Bring your schedules!
ATTENTION
UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
A" mombani and officers aro aahad
to contact Emily a.a.a.p

•OSU Unh/ereMy Computer Sanrloaa
Fail Computer Semlnera
The Mowing University Computer Servicea
Sammars wil be offered this tal. These free
seminars are open to anyone al BGSU Pieaee
eel 372-2911 ■> register.
Eudora (Mac). This eeminar covers the baalc
ol eiecromc mail (email) uaing Eudora. induding reading, sending, and saving email meeaagaa. Prior knowtege of ffw MacmBah at recommended Please bring a blank 35" disk B
the seminar Attendeee must have a BGNet
account [created at Meet 40 hours pro B tie
seminar).
Tuesday. September 3, from 10:00 am noon
in128HayeaHal
Thuraday. September 12 from noon-200 pm in
126 Hay aa Hel
PC-Eudora (IBM). This aaminar covers tie
basics of electronic mal (a mail) uaing PC-Eudora, including reading, sending, and saving email maiiagai. Pnor knowledge of Windows
concepts is recommended Please bring a
blank 3.5" disk B the aaminar Attendees must
have a BG Not account (created at least 4S
hours prior B the aaminar).
Thursday, September 5. from 1000am noon in
128 Hayes Hell
Tuesday, September to. from t 0O3 00pm m
128 Hayes Hal.
Additional seminars wl also be offered. In tor
maton on these seminars wi be announced
aa it Becomes available This information can
also be tound on the Work) Wide Web at
httpyiwww bgauadu/dapannientsvuoi/sam
inars
GET INVOLVED!!!
Jain UAO'a Pubkcky Commklae
FIrat Mealing tonight 9pm
UAO office -MO Union
For kilo cad 2-2341
HoepkaMy Mgmt. Society
GENERAL MEETING
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
FREE PIZZA AND SODA
WED SEPT 4g00PM
BAA 4000
ln:eresled in drawing, graphics.
anstry. computers, and having fun?
Join the UAO PUBLICATIONS Commitlee
Tonight at 7 30 in the UAO office
Ouaabona? Call 372-2343

(372-4S04)

kitersted in Sports Broadcasting''

with their now campus addraaaaa
and phono numbara.

Join the Bowling Green
Radio Spona Organaabon

Attention all BGSU Craw membaralll
Mandaton/ meeting Wad . Soot. 4 «? 9pm
encamp Lobby

Into. Night Tuaa., Sept 3 - 9pm
Waat Hal Room 203

INTRAMURAL ENTRES DUE: WOMEN'S ft
CO-REC SOFTBALL - SEPT. 3: MEN'S
SOFTBALL - SEPT. 4: MEN'S WOMEN'S
DBLS GOLF - SEPT. S: MEN'S. WOMEN'S
AND CO-REC ULTIMATE FRISBEE - SEPT.
10; CO-REC MNERTUBE WATER POLO d SEPT. 11; M. DBLS. W SOLS ft OBIS dSEPT. 12; PICK UP ENTRY FORMS H 130
FELD HOUSE OR THE STUDENT REC
CENTER. ALL ENTRES DUE BY 4 00 PM ON
DUE DATE.

•RUSH SIGMA KAPPATuat. Sapt. 3, from
9.15- 10.15pm at tie
Sigma Kappa Houae
Any Questions call 2 2385
•RUSH SKIM A KAPPA"
ATHLETES WANTED
MEN I WOVEN
CHEERLE ADING TRYOUTS
BEGINS SEPT 9. 1906
7:30PM 221 EPPLER
(OPENTOFRESHMAN)
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSII! Oranta ft
acholarehlpe available from aponaorall! No
prepayment, ever!!! tteCaah tor eotaeaattf. Par In** 1-600-243-2436
ATTENTKDNIALL
COMPETrriVE FIGURE
SKATERS: PRECISION
TEAM NFO
ICE ARENA. 10PM,
TUES. SEPT. 3 ft
THURS SEPT. 5.

INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED:
PCK UP APPLICATION M 130 UNTV FELD
HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT. 4 OUALI
FCATIONS: CURRENT STANDARD FIRST
AD OR CCawMUNfTY FIRST AID CURRENT
CPR AMERICAN RED CROSS PROPER
SDNAL OR AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION LEVEL «'. REOUIRED TO COMPUTE
A SHORT BLOODBORNE PATHOGEN
TRAINNG COURSE AT THE M OFFICE'S
EXPENSE. MANDATORY MEETING THURS
SEPT. S. 600 PM
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: SOFT
BALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP IN
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY
MUST BE RETURNED BY SEPT. 3, 1996.
MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED
SEPT. 4.6-IOPM.

AXCAXO'AXO'AXO'AXO
Want a greet way to atari off the
new school year? 77
RUSH ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Tuaaday September 1, (Torn
1:00-4:45pm and •:1S-10:00pm
Wadneeday September 4, from
I'00-6.4Spm and 915-10 00pm
Come one or both daya and don't
forget to bring a friend
RUSH ALPHA CHI OMEGA
AXO-AIO-AXO-AXO-AXO

SPRING BREAK!
Earn caahl Mghaet Commlaelona
Loweal Pricea! Travel Free only 13 aalee
Free Intel Cal 1-600-428-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
STILL NEED A ONE HOUR CUSS?
SPACES AVAILABLE IN PEG
ICE SKATING CLASSES
M,WftT.R 9AM- 1PM
THE KEY YEARBOOK
la looking for vokmiear writers, designers ft
photographers If you have an event or story
you would like B work on lor the 96/97 KEY
cal Ann TOOAY at 372-8635.

Cash n' Cany SpeoaJ
1 dor roses »i5 95
The Flower Basket 165 S. Main
Downtown (next to Kaufman's)
DELTA OAMMA OPEN RUSH
Mexican Mixer TONIGHT ft THURS. 5 7pm
For into: Tara 0 2-5006 or Houae 92-2660
DGDGDGDGDGDGDGDG
Congrats on a great RUSH T. Scare!
Welcome back Aimeo. Amy. Kate ft Vic
We misaad youl
DGDGDGDGDGDGDGDG

BGSU Coseoe Raoubecane
Tueedaya9pm112BA
1 al mooting tonight

BGSU MEN'S CLUB HOCKEY
There wil bo an Mormaaonaj moating lor
anyone interested m playing dub hockey Wed
Sept. 4 9 8 00pm in BA 117. Any gueeliona
cat Todd Q353-4278.
BGSU students needing internships, preencuma. or volunteer placemen! tar Fall and Win
Mr 1998, are invited to moot volunteer agon
dee' personnel on Wadnaaday, feajteiubBr
4th, anytime between 10.00am - 4:00pm In
the Grand Ballroom ol the Student Union
Hog CaSIMa-TaM.
BOOST RESUME CREDENTIALS A BECOME HVOLVEO N THE COMMUNITY C Volumoorll No training necessary Join nun-'
droda ol farmer BGSU students in experiencing meaningful volunteer placements Loom
more about volunteering ID tutor and act aa a
mentor to children, teach ESL (English aa ■
Second Language) adutta rearang and writing,
working with mentally and physically handicapped adults, and much more Sao you on
Wodneeday, September 4th, anytime between 10:00am - 4 00pm. at our Volunteer
Fair located In the Grand Ballroom ol the Student Union Bldg. Queetlone call
M2-7S34.
BOWLING GREEN RADIO NEWS
GENERAL INFORMATION NIGHT
WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4TH
9:00PM. 121 WEST HALL
FREE PtZZAIII
QUESTIONS? CALL 3722354

CUNTON/OORE M
Campaign Meeting Tonight
vpmltOBA
Find out now you can get involved!
Bring a Mend!
Rag later to vote!

Need a night out?
Free Bowling and B*arda Night
Thura. Sapi S, 7 9pm
Campos Bowling and Bliarda
sponsored by UAO
For more Into cal 2-7164
Sudani Code Handbooks am here! Get yours
at one of the following Ocasons Union. Graduate College. Bookstore. Administration Bldg .
On Campus Student Censer and the Offioa of
Sudani Ufa.
Women'a Club Soccer Tryout Sept 2 5
Where: In front of tootbal stadium
Monday 4 8 (opbonaJ. but recommended)
Tuae.-Thunr 4-6. If you have any questions
Call 354-7142 Michelle or 354 5293 Nicole

INTERESTED IN GETTING INVOLVED IN
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS?? Don't miaa tie
Sudent Organi/anons Fair on Wadnaaday.
September 11,1996 from 11 00am - 3:00pm in
tie Lenhart Grand Balroom of the University
Union. 115 organizations represented, prizes,
food, and fun. For more information contact fhe
Sudani Like OHWjo at 372-2643.
InlereekM m Sports Broadcasting?

SERVICES OFFERED

Join the Bowling Green
Radio Sports Organization

Fmishfvj Touches. Inc.
Theea. dissertations, reports, articles Wil edit
A polish ft type your important papers Can
Roger at 354 5l 25 for protessKjnal finishing
ttjehes. Rates vary ft a down payment ia required.
SKYDTVE NOW IN BOWLING GREEN
Sudani ft group discounts Visa ft MC accept
ad. 10 mini, from BGSU.
SKYDTVE BG 352 5200

Ona roonvnata, 2 bedroom.
fraa haal, HBO and Showvma.
Call 354-2365.

• RUSH ' AOII • RUSH • AOM"
The sisters of Alpha Orracron Pi would
h ka to in vita you to an open rush party
TONIGHT al 8 or 9pm Bring your friendsIII
Any quaatlona call 372-2640
Turning Exceptional Gids Into
Eitraordmary Women
• RUSH • AOII' RUSH • AOT

BGSU SKAT NGCLU8
9:15-10:15 PM EVERY
TUES NIGHT AT THE
CE ARENA
S3 • SKATE RENTAL
STUDE NTS/FACULTYZSTAFF

SAILING CLUB
Are you looking tor adventure?
Want to gat away for the weekend'
Join the aaling dub and get away
Organizasonsf meeting Sept 4th. 7-30 at
101 BA. Begrmani Welcome. If you have
any quesnons call Man ©2 1529
SAILING CLUB

Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees
these jobs ara mainly assembly of small parts.
Work 15 20 houra a weak around your school
schedule Only ona block off BGSU campus.
south of Wooster Street, ao you can walk or
onve. Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate of pay ia $4 25 par hour. Coma by to pick
up an application form Advanoad Specialty
Products. Inc. 426 Oough Street. Bowling
Green. OH 43402.
Looking for responsible receptionist to work
approx. 20 hrs par weak. If interested call
354-7347 Perween 6 8 p"1

Non-smoking, neat, responsible babysitter
needed in home 3pm - 5 30pm Tuesday, 3:30 12pm Wed.. Thurt. and Fn. and every other
Saturday. CaH between 9 - 5pm lor interview
353-3033

1990 Ford Uuatang for Sale
Dependable car $3,000 o b o

352-9742
1991 PonDac Sunbird IE Black V-e AlC
77k t7000O8O Please call 354 7031.
Funky Bar t»o stools HO

354 8096
Light Brown Coudi $ 125
We-ght bench S cheat eiparxter $20 obo

655-3084
FREE- Oisnwasher a 3 mo old mala
German Snepard mix puppy
Small TV. $125. Large TV $40
Room A» Condition $60 or beat offer.

3544239

SPRING BREAK 97-SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH, A GO FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to promote
trips to Cancun Jamaica, and Florida Call
600 648- 4849 for information on joining America's #i Student Tou'Ooerator

1 bdrm upper, perfect for grad student or quiet
couple. Quiet street. 3 huge rooms, kitchen.
huge bath Totally remodeled, offstreet park
Ing $425 • lorn unices 354-1633

Sludents wanong part- ime work
morning and evening shifts.
Apply al Churchill's Supermarket
1141 S. Main St., Next toK-Mart

1 bedroom apt. available immediately All utilities and cable included. Located dose to cam
pus 352 1520
329 E. Wooatar across from Taco Bell. 3 bdrm
apt and efloency at same address
3527992 or 1-419-633-7861.

. . . . . . . . . .*.m.m.m.m.m.m.m.m.m.mmmm.mJm-m»mmm»mmmm,mmmmmmmmmmr»ml

SUNDA.
ONLY
5PECIAI

1 LARGE PIZZAS
hcesc & 1 Topping

Clerical position - pan time. Candidate naada
good communicaoon skills, typing skills and
experience with WordPerfect Sand reeume
and a copy ol daaa schedule lo Student Legal
Servtoaa. 327 Unrvarsity Union, BGSU.

lam cash Bluffing envelopae at home. All
material* provided Sand SASE to PO Box
•24, Otatha.KS 66051.

m
/iktttgz

So how does all this convenience come to you? Stop by our Access Office today and
see a Personal Banker. We will be glad to show you how it just doesn't get any
easier to fit a trip to the bank into your schedule.

orco>

IPizzol
1045 N. Main St.

free 'Delivery
Hours: SUN-WED. 11-1 AM
THURS. 11-2 AM
FRI.& SAT. 11-2:30 AM

$100 OFF $1 oo OFF
Any Pizza or
Two Subs

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to S2000wmontti working on Cruse
Shipa or Land-Tour companies. Wond Trav* I
Seasonal A full- tune employment available No
eipehnco necessary For more information
cal: 1-206-071-3S50 ait. CSS447

Wi.
f

353-0044

Christian Youth Workar to work with primary
aga cruldran on Sunday mornings Dapandabtiity a must. Phone 354-3989 if mtaratiad.

With The Huntingdon's Personal Touch machine you can speak to a Personal Banker via video screen
technology whenever the Student Union is open. Even Saturday and Sunday. Imagine applying for a loan
and getting an instant answer""* whenever your schedule permits. Even more, the Access Office located
in the Student Union is the perfect place to deposit checks. When you deposit a check, a portion is
imaged to your account receipt, assuring you of it's safe deposit. And cashing checks? No problem;
right to the nearest dollar with our newest advanced function ATMs.

ZOl

Not valid with
•ny other offer
- No exp. date

Cheese Bread
Good with

ZOl

,

■ny other
'
discount offer,
No exp. date •

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I ■ ■ ■ ■

FILM DEVELOPING

DOUBLE
PRINTS
ANY SIZE

3? Double Prints

ROLL

4" Double Prints

HunhlMlfon
Ratnk*

•IkaisaBaeassaakaaonaraiappiMi

aotnaaraat

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Bvtandafi, Wai if esses 6 Cootti
P.M. Shtfta. Appiy al:
Vanity Lanaa or Call Jay at 352-5247

A new way to do your banking has arrived on the Bowling Green campus, and while convenience is an
important part of Huntington Access, that's only part of the story. With Huntington Access, you can do
so much more than use an ATM on your schedule.

MsmeerFOIC a*.t«sa>iy»<i»anaHjnanseanI

Waitresses needed Apply at LA ROE'S
Restaurant in Grand Rapids. OH.

Pianist or organist needed for Sunday rnornmg
service in Prout Chapel Pay negotiable Contact Pastor Ben W ntord at 823 3327

Babytinar wantad fullbma
Earn monaywnila you alaop (10pm-6:30am)
CaH 872 6282

Banking 'Whenever.'
It Must Be Huntington Access!

tit

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING

TWO LOFTS FOR SALE
University Approved - $50 each
Call 354 0167 or 372-8154 or
352 8417 (after 6 o'clock)

Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu

PRESIDENTS OF STUDENT ORGANIZA
TIONS. Doni forget B get your organization
registered tor (he 1996-97 academic year. Reg
istrsnon forma are available in the Student Lite
Office. Suite 406, SeddWmre Student Servicea
BuxcWig Forma am due on September 11,
1996 m the Student Life Offioa. For more intormaton eel 372-2643

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-JUS par hour teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan or S.
Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For information call:
(206)971-3570 ext J5S444

m m m m m m m m m m

Ara you motlvalad and hani-worttins?
Coma aoo what tha boat |ob on oampua la
about! Starling wago $4 50 par hf.plua bonuaao. Oraat ralaaa lor good on-th«-|ob parlormancol Tha BGSU Fal '06 Tatafund taam
naada aludanti who win! to promota BOSU
and ha4p thalr lalow atudantal Sign up tor
an Inlarvtaw at MIMI Alumni Cantar fit*
floor Aug. 20 - Sapt. 8 or until Irrtarvtaw
tlmaa ara Iliad. UmNod InUrvlaw tknaa
■vallablo ao coma Mi-ly!
Baby trtiar wantad lor Aflarnoona
20 hounj a waak. own tranaportaDon
raquvad. call 872 6262

Congrat
Jlulationa Bethany on doing ouch a
goodjol
lobaaVPolRhoCnla

Third Shift Babysitter needed Sun. - Thura. Call
Mchelle at 353-2200 or 353-2610

Lawn Mamienanc* Part and ful time
positions available Flexible scheduling
Call 352-5822.

PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU

PERSONALS

The Gavel is looking for volurfteer writers, photographera. and editor* It you have an interest
in Greek life or |ust in newspaper work, please
cal Jenn Schab at 372-6716

Join tha wall ataff al Nazareth Hall
Only 10 mmutes from BG
Tha perfect job for a buay college schedule
Cal (419) 832-2900

HELP WANTED

Into. Night Tuaa., SepL 3 - 9pm
West Hal Room 203

PMMU war be having
Open Rush Tuaa Sept. 3
and Sept 5th at 9:00pm
Come see what we're al about!

Gymnastic instructors Laval 1-4.
Perrysburg Gymnastics
874-9383

Entry level positions available worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Carribaan etc.) Waitstaft.
housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness
counselors and more Call Resort Employment
Services 1-206 971 3600 g.t R55444

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Poaiions aro now available at National
Parka, Foraata A Wildlife Preeervee. Excellent Benefit* &
bonum1 Call:
1-.W-tT1-3620 —I. N 5644 8.

N««danighioo!?
Fr«« Bowling and BiDiardt Nighi
Thurt. S*ot 5, 70pm
Campus Bowirng and Biil-a/ds
•ponwrad by UAO
For mora inlo cal 2-7104

FREE FINANCIAL AID!

INTERNS WANTED
(http //www. takeme.com)
NEED CREATIVE. INNOVATIVE INOIVIOU
ALS. GRAPHIC GURUS. INSPIRED
WRITERS. HUMAN NET BROWSERS. FOR
PUCK CASH-WEEKLY SCHOLARSHIPS

1 FemaJa Roommate
Spacious Placa ■ Affordable Rent
352-0350

pMMli SajMw* - Own bdmv. ilarts immtd.,
12 mo UtftstB t?SS/mo C-til 33O-757-0589

Over 68 Billion In public and private i
grants and achoiarahipe is now available. Al
students are eligible regardless of grades, income or parent's Income Let ua help Call Student Financial Servicea: 1-600-6495
axt.F55445

Heavy Equipment operators
lo work m Bowling Green area
Call 419-340-8025

Miscellaneous Worker Naadad.
Flexible hours - can discuss schedule. Jobs include mowing, painting, shoveling, etc Please
ph.Mon.Fri 8-4 352 1520

Naarcampus, $220/mo. ♦ uH.

352 7669
Ann: Wale. Skjarl Ann: WaMr Skiers
1st meeting of Bie year
We aro preparing ax
rocraabonal ft companion sluing
Wadnaaday Sapt 4H © 9pm
Room 108 BA
AIM levels wafcome
Bring your Drlvar'a Lloanaa t PO

French House needs house boy
Call 372-7145 or 410-874-1177
lor information.

WANTED

Famala Roornrnaia naadad ASAP

FALL TAN TIME
CAMPUS TANNING
Close B Campus
LowLowPrioee

Evantng Offioa Cleaning
12 to 15 houra par weak
Own transportation required
Call 352 5822

FromC-«l process color print roll film of time of develooing

University (hetittfejfap
DOOKSIOlG

effective 8/28/96 to 9/11/96

